We investigate the predictability of the next unlock event on smartphones, using machine learning and smartphone contextual data. In a 2-week field study with 27 participants, we demonstrate that it is possible to predict when the next unlock event will occur. Additionally, we show how our approach can improve accuracy and energy efficiency by solely relying on softwarerelated contextual data. Based on our findings, smartphone applications and operating systems can improve their energy efficiency by utilising short-term predictions to minimise unnecessary executions, or launch computation-intensive tasks, such as OS updates, in the locked state. For instance, by inferring the next unlock event, smartphones can pre-emptively collect sensor data or prepare timely content to improve the user experience during the subsequent phone usage session.
Introduction
Predicting when a phone will be unlocked in an accurate and energy-efficient manner is crucial to both resource management and user experience. Literature makes a distinction between glancing at the phone's lock screen [3] versus actually unlocking the device [5] . We are interested in predicting the latter, i.e. when users actually choose to unlock their device for further use. Although a plethora of work contributes to understanding phone usage patterns, little work has considered techniques to predict smartphone unlock events. Such predictions can benefit smartphones in a number of ways, such as 1. trigger timely data acquisition: prediction of upcoming unlocking events allows mobile applications, especially lockscreen applications, to prepare timely content update, smartphone users must wait for the completion without any possibility for interaction. Since untimely schedules of such computation-intensive tasks greatly degrade user experience, Apple's iOS 10 engineers have publicly highlighted that scheduling OS updates is a challenging problem [29] .
Crucially, the energy cost to achieve such predictions must be sufficiently low, otherwise making these predictions will defeat their very purpose. Therefore, energy efficiency is an essential requirement in the selection of smartphone context features and the prediction process.
We hypothesise that by analysing smartphone context, we can develop a learning model to predict the next unlock event. We intend to make this prediction regardless of whether the user actively unlocks their phone, or the user is notified to unlock it by a notification. In a 2-week field study, we used the AWARE framework [17] to collect phone usage and context from 27 users during their daily activities. Our analysis is multi-faceted, and a key tradeoff that we investigate is between prediction accuracy and time windows. Overall, our work makes these contributions:
1. We present an energy-efficient approach to predict the next unlocking event on a smartphone, by considering smartphone unlock time prediction as either a regression problem or a binary classification. 2. We identify which features are the strongest indicators of upcoming unlock events, and show that softwarebased context data be more useful predictors than hardware sensors. 3. We describe and discuss the trade-off between the accuracy of positive and negative predictions in the selection of time windows for this classification. 4. We evaluate two real-world deployment scenarios: using personalised models and cold start.
Related work
Predicting when applications will be launched helps to reduce launch time and improves efficiency, particularly for frequent users [39, 45] . Shin et al. dynamically presented application icons on the launch screen by predicting application usage through contextual data with accurate predictions in nearly 90% of cases [39] . Lee et al. reduced the size of contextual data needed for such predictions by integrating a feature selection algorithm [31] . These techniques focus on either expanding the functionality of the lock screen or predicting interactions following the unlock event. No study has investigated the accuracy of predicting when the smartphone will be unlocked. Predicting the time when users will unlock their phones is beneficial for applications related to phone unlocking, such as smart notifications [38] , music recommendation, and auto-execution services [31] .
Smartphone usage patterns
Several factors impact phone usage patterns, including time, location and mental state. Time is an important measure in previous studies of smartphone usage patterns. In a longitudinal study, Yan et al. showed that most phone interactions are very short, 50% of interactions last less than 30 seconds, and 90% last less than 4 min [46] . Approximately 40% of all application uses consist of short bursts of up to 15 s, particularly when the user is at home and alone-what Ferreira et al. call micro-usage [16] . Falaki et al. found that phone interactions happen very frequently (10-200 times per day), are short (10-250 s) and involve multiple applications (10-90) [13] . McGregor et al. identified three usage patterns in a study with 15 iPhone users: micro-breaks, digital knitting, and mobile reading [8] . Van Berkel et al. further analysed smartphone usage sessions and recognised that multiple micro-breaks can combine into longer combined sessions [5] .
In terms of correlation between phone usage and user location, Verkasalo [44] highlights that more than half of the time spent on smartphones is at home; over 25% on the move; and the remainder at work. In a case study of a Chinese city, Yuan et al. found that mobile phone usage correlates with human travel behaviour [47] . One important finding is that when users make more phone calls, their average movement radius increases. Furthermore, based on a smartphone usage dataset from 77 participants over a 9-month period, Do et al. report that application usage is strongly correlated with locations [12] . For example, voice calls are frequently made at work. In contrast, clock application use occurs very seldom at work.
In addition, researchers found that phone usage is impacted by mental states. For example, several studies state that when people feel bored, mobile phones commonly serve as means to kill time [8, 34, 36] . Other studies found links between phone usage and compulsive anxiety [27] , depressive symptoms, higher interpersonal anxiety, and lower self-esteem [22] .
Although these previous studies illuminate various aspects of smartphone usage patterns, there is little insight into what contextual factors lead to the user actually unlocking their phone.
Context-aware services on smartphones
With embedded sensors and increasingly capable processors, modern smartphones act as more than a communication tool. New applications for e-health, environmental monitoring and transportation benefit from the collection of big sensor data on smartphones [30] . Particularly, providing context-aware services to smartphone users is of increasing interest to the HCI and UbiComp community. Studies have repeatedly confirmed the feasibility of inferring user intent using contextual data on smartphones. For example, predicting whether users are available to answer an incoming call [35] , how responsive they are to instant messaging [2, 37] and when to best interrupt users with notifications [18, 38] .
However, most of these context-aware services are battery-intensive as they rely on continuous sensing [32, 33] , leading to the need for daily charging [14, 15] . The literature points to alternative ways of using sensor data, such as relying on low-energy sensors wherever possible [4] , and avoiding energy-intensive sensors like GPS [48] . To reduce the power cost from context-aware services, Lu et al. proposed the Jigsaw continuous sensing engine [33] . Jigsaw adaptively controls accelerometer, microphone and GPS sensors according to phone sensing environments. Similarly, Chon et al. presented a smartphone sensing manager SmartDC that monitors, learns and predicts user mobility and location to conduct adaptive energy-efficient duty cycling [11] .
In spite of these efforts, prior work has not attempted to achieve energy efficiency by minimising irrelevant executions while the user keeps the phone in the locked state for a long time. If a smartphone application can predict when it will be unlocked next, it is easier for other applications to prepare relevant content and schedule tasks for the next session, such as delaying or dismissing context-aware notifications, downloading timely content, or changing phone settings (e.g. slowing down data synchronisation and enabling power saving mode).
Methodology
We conducted an in-the-wild study with 27 Android smartphone users (16M/11F) recruited through mailing lists of at our University. The data collection lasted for two weeks. Most participants were students or had an academic background. Participants were young (M = 24.7, SD = 4.32), and from various academic backgrounds with 14 participants from engineering, 6 from humanities, 2 from business, 1 from natural sciences, and three preferred to not say. Most participants were local (20) to our city, while seven were foreign.
After we explained the data collection mechanism and study process, we installed the software on each participant's phone. We then instructed participants to use their smartphones as they normally would in their everyday life. Our software did not require any active input from participants, nor did it notify them in any way. Our software logged smartphone usage events, including unlocking events and contextual data from sensors. The application worked as a plugin of the AWARE framework, an open-source middleware to capture contextual data on mobile devices [17] 
Data collection and features
Our plugin constantly collected contextual data in the background. Table 1 describes the features extracted from the sensors and other data sources. We consider a session of phone usage as a continuous interaction period from the moment of unlocking the smartphone to the moment of the subsequent locked/power off state. To minimise power consumption, only low-frequency proximity (200 ms/sample), light (5 s/sample), location (180 s/GPS sample, or 300 s per network sample when GPS unavailable) and WiFi (60 s/scan) sensors are logged. We also used Google's Activity Recognition API (6s/sample) [20] and Android's Pedometer API [21] to obtain users' activities and steps, computed from accelerometer data. Based on such contextual data, we extracted 18 features. In addition, we also considered gender as a feature, as reported by participants.
Because the characteristics of a previous usage session might be informative as to the timing of the next unlocking event, we collect application usage as provided by the operating system. Finally, data traffic reveals the intensity of networked activities, as measured by two hardware modules (WiFi and Cellular antenna).
Analysis
Our analysis first considers unlock time prediction as a regression problem: given the user context, the algorithm should predict the timing of when the user will unlock the phone. Without knowing the linearity of the relation, we compare the performance of two regression algorithms: multiple linear regression as a linear approach (it serves as a baseline of regression), and Random Forests as a nonlinear approach (using Weka's default parameters, i.e. Random Forests with 100 trees and log 2 m +1 features, where m is the number of initial features). For Random Forests, using log 2 m + 1 features avoids high complexity of the model and reduce overfitting. Considering that there are only 19 features in our dataset ( log 2 19 + 1 = 5 features per tree), 100 trees in Random Forests are sufficient. We also evaluate the performance loss incurred in using solely low-power software-related features as compared to the full feature set. Finally, we compare the performance of personalised models to cold start models (i.e. models trained on other users' data) [6] . We also attempt to use a classifier approach: given the user context, the classifier should predict whether the 
Measures
For regression, we used three commonly used measures: coefficient of determination (R 2 ), mean absolute error (MAE) and square root of mean squared error (RMSE). For the importance of each feature in the regression model, we used two feature importance measures provided by Random Forests: increased mean squared error (IncMSE) and increased node purity (IncNodePurity). For each feature, IncMSE is computed by comparing the difference of mean squared error in predictions after permuting this feature. IncNodePurity corresponds to the increase in node purity of having each feature within the trees related to the mean squared error. Hence, a high IncNodePurity of a feature means that this feature significantly helps the algorithm to reduce mean squared error. The details of these measures are illustrated by Genuer et al. [19] .
In the classification models, because of class imbalance, we report ROC area, precision and recall, instead of accuracy, as recommended by Kostakos et al. [28] . All results are reported using a 10-fold cross-validation on the entire dataset. In our data, we separately consider the two classes: "no" (the cases where the user did not unlock the phone within x minutes) and "yes" (where the user did unlock the phone within x minutes). Table 2 shows the confusion matrix for classification analysis on the two classes. Based on the confusion matrix, Table 3 shows recall and precision definitions of the two classes.
For the feature importance of classification, we used Mean Decrease Accuracy (MDA) and Mean Decrease Impurity (MDI). MDA is measured by randomly permuting features in the out-of-bag samples, while MDI (also known as Mean Decrease Gini if the Gini index is used as in our analysis) is the average weighted impurity decreases for all nodes containing a specific feature across all trees [7] . Specifically, we used three types of MDA to investigate the influence of removing each feature on both classes, as well as the overall prediction. The higher the MDA value is, the more importance a feature has. In practice, the scenario may require high accuracy for only one class.
In contrast, MDI does not measure feature importance for each class. MDI provides an overall assessment of each feature's importance based on the assumption that if a feature has high usefulness, it tends to divide nodes with multiple classes into nodes with single classes. However, this assumption may result in bias. Usually, feature importance analysis should use a combination of different measures to avoid the bias from a single measure [41] .
Results and optimisation
We collected 7,472,609 entries of raw user data, from which we sampled 175,684 segments of phone usage. We used Weka [23] to analyse these samples in both the regression and classification problems. Table 4 shows the regression results using three commonly used measures: coefficient of determination (R 2 ), mean Table 3 Recall and Precision definitions of the two classes
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absolute error (MAE) and square root of mean squared error (RMSE). Times are displayed in minutes. Results show that for both algorithms, removing hardware features does not lead to a significant performance loss. Also, the Random Forests algorithm outperforms linear regression in both accuracy and dispersion. Table 5 shows the regression results for the personalised and cold start models. Although Random Forests significantly outperformed linear regression in personalised models, the accuracy and dispersion are similarly poor for the cold start model.
To quantify the relative importance of each feature when using regression, we used two feature importance measures provided by Random Forests: IncMSE and IncNodePurity. The unit of IncMSE and IncNodePurity is the same as the regression process: min 2 . Table 6 shows the importance of all the 19 features using these two measures. The five features with the highest IncMSE are WiFi data download, duration of last session, time since last session, WiFi data upload, number of foreground apps used in the last session. Three of these features come from software sensors. The 5 features with the highest IncNodePurity are duration of the last session, time since last session, WiFi data upload, WiFi data download, hour of day. Again, three of these features come from software sensors. The difference of top features across the two measures is little, meaning that the results have high robustness. Table 7 shows the correlation (Spearman's rank correlation coefficients) between each feature and the time before next unlocking event. We only considered numerical features in this analysis (10 out of 19 features). We found that all 10 showed a significant (α = 0.05) correlation with the time before the next unlocking event, although relations were mostly weak. The time since last session, a softwarerelated feature, had the strongest relation (r s = 0.411). From the aspect of correlation, the results reflected the different importances of each factor. It is worth noting that features with weak relations may also be useful if the classification or regression method can learn from nonlinear data.
Classification approaches
When considering the average number of unlocking events our users exhibited per day, the maximum was 163, which is in line with previous studies [13] . Given that phone unlocking events can be rather frequent during the day, and that mobile applications can download sufficiently large files in several minutes via either WiFi or 4G, we decided to also model our problem as a classification rather than regression. Doing so means that we do not try to answer the question "When will the next unlock happen?", but rather we ask the question "Will the next unlock happen in the next x minutes?" In essence, this is an easier question to answer, but it stil provides utility given that many smartphone operations can complete within a few minutes.
In our analysis, we consider a time period of up to 10 minutes, in 1-min segments. Therefore, our classifier tries to answer the question: "Will the next unlock happen in the next x minutes?" for x between 1 and 10. Figure 1 using our 175,684 samples to visualise our ground truth: did an unlock actually happen in the next x minutes during the duration of the study? As expected, we observe a class imbalance, especially for short time windows (e.g. 1 min had 163129 "no" instances and 12555 "yes" instances). As the time window increase, there are more samples in the class "yes" balancing the two classes (e.g. 10 min has 119831 "no" instances and 55853 "yes" instances).
To better understand the classification performance, we first need to define a baseline classifier. We simply use the statistical distribution of mean times between two sessions (i.e. the idle usage period between two consecutive lock and unlock events). Our baseline classifier outputs positive predictions of the next smartphone unlocking event when the idle usage period is longer than the average value, and vice versa (since the baseline is not an algorithm, it does not give ROC). Figure 3 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) areas of the four classifiers. Here, each classifier is asked to predict whether an unlock event will be observed in the next x minutes (x-axis). Random forests outperformed other classifiers. Its ROC areas range from 0.875 to 0.983, which show a steady ascending trend as time window increases.
To further investigate the classifiers' performance, we separately consider the two classes: "no" (which represents the cases where the user did not unlock the phone within x minutes), and "yes" (where the user unlocked the phone within x minutes). Figure 4 shows the precision and recall of the three classifiers for the class "no" and Fig. 5 for class "yes." In these figures, precision measures the ratio of true positives to all positive predictions on this class. Similarly, recall denotes how many relevant instances are correctly predicted.
For class "no", random forests had the highest precision within 0.921 to 0.949. For class "yes", the precision Since Random Forests had the best and stable performance in our analyses, we only consider this algorithm for further analysis of predicting smartphone unlocking. We actually attempted to apply parameter tuning methods on the RBF kernel for SVM (see Appendix), but due to the large number of possible γ values we could not improve further.
Random forests parameter tuning
Previous work, such as [42] , stated that the increase of number of trees in Random Forests can improve the performance, and the default setting of feature number The results indicate that increasing the number of trees improve the overall performance of Random Forests. The default value of the number of trees in Random Forests is 100, which is already large. Considering limited computing resources on smartphones, it is not necessary to use a larger number, unless the targeted mobile applications have strong need in the high performance of classification.
Optimisation regarding class imbalance for random forests
From Fig. 5 , we observed that using a small time window significantly reduced the classification performance of Random Forests for class "yes". This may be because there are fewer data instances within the class "yes" in small time windows, which cause a class imbalance problem [26] . The class imbalance problem represents the challenge in the cases where data instances within one class are significantly more or less than those within other class(es). Algorithms such as Random Forests may perform poorly in predicting the class with an imbalanced number of instances. Similar to previous work, such as [26] , handling this problem, we attempted to apply repeated random subsampling to improve the performance of Random Forests in small time windows. Repeated random sub-sampling is a popular method for highly imbalanced datasets (e.g. medical records containing a large number of negatives and a several positives) [26] . Figure 6 summarises the process of repeated random sub-sampling for the construction of unlocking prediction models using Random Forests. First, given the training data with N 0 instances of class "no" and N 1 instances of class "yes", it computes NoS, where NoS = N 0 N 1 . If NoS < 3, it ends the process by assuming that there is no class imbalance problem. Otherwise (NoS ≥ 3, which means N 0 N 1 , and at least 3 models can be voters), it randomly divides N 0 instances of class "no" into N0S groups. Then, it trains NoS models where each model is trained by one subgroup of instances from the class "no" and all instances from the class "yes". Figure 7 summarises the prediction process. The values from all features are sent to all the NoS models. The results from the the NoS models go to a voting system which simply accepts the prediction of the majority. In the case where there are equal numbers of positive and negative predictions from the models, it gives the negative prediction (i.e. class "no"), since the negative instances are the majority in training data.
With the repeated random sub-sampling method, we repeated the 10-fold cross-validation on the data of all time windows using Random Forests. The data sets of time windows from 1 to 7 min were considered as imbalanced (NoS ≥ 3). Figure 8 compares the process with and without repeated random sub-sampling using the precision and recall measure for the class "no". And Fig. 9 shows the Fig. 6 Training models of Random Forests with sub-sampling against class imbalance. NoS is the ratio of "no" to "yes" instances Fig. 7 Using models of Random Forests with sub-sampling to classify samples with class imbalance results for the class "yes". Overall, repeated random subsampling significantly improved the performance for the class "yes" which was challenged by the class imbalance problem. However, repeated random sub-sampling reduced the performance for the class "no" which had the majority of instances. For various mobile applications, the two classes may be of different importance. Developers should use repeated random sub-sampling if their applications need higher performance of unlocking prediction for the class "yes" using small time windows.
Feature evaluation in classification
To quantify the importance of each feature, we compared them using two criteria. First, we used the "select attributes" function of Weka to generate the average ranking of features in 10-fold cross validation. The evaluator used was the classifier attributes subset which measures the accuracy decrease caused by the removal of features from a classifier. Since Random Forests performed the best in the previous analyses, we only consider this classifier. The search method was Greedy Stepwise which explores forward or backward in a greedy search through space within feature subsets. Second, we also included two feature importance measures generated by the training process of Random Forests in 10-fold cross validation: Mean Decrease Accuracy (MDA) and Mean Decrease Impurity (MDI).
Since Random Forests gained the highest ROC area in the time window 10 min, we used this timeframe to maximise the effect of using different feature subsets (also, using this timeframe can minimise the effect of class imbalance which is illustrated in the discussion section). Table 8 includes the importance of all the 19 features computed using our two methods. According to Weka's "select attributes", the 5 features with the highest average rank are: time since the end of last session, duration of last session, hour of day, activity, and minute of hour. Among them, only activity data is collected from hardware sensors. The 5 features with the highest MDA on the class "no" are: time since the end of last session, WiFi data upload, WiFi data download, duration of last session, hour of day. Only 2 of them (WiFi data upload, WiFi data download) are hardware-related features. Similarly, the five features with the highest MDA on the class "yes" are time since the end of last session, WiFi data upload, WiFi data download, hour of day, number of foreground apps used in last session. Still, three of them are software-related features.
Classification using only software-related context
To reduce power consumption in prediction, we calculate the prediction accuracy without considering context derived from hardware sensors. Thus, we only selected the following "software-related" features: application usage, screen events, time and gender. Figure 10 shows the ROC areas of Random Forests using all context and software-related context. Using softwarerelated context only, Random Forests actually achieve a slightly higher ROC area curve (from 0.918 at 1 min to 0.990 at 10 min) than using all available context (from 0.875 at 1 min to 0.983 at 10 min). As the time window grows, the performance gap gradually decreases. Figures 11 and 12 show the precision and recall of Random Forests using all context and software-related context for both classes "no" and "yes". Precision and recall actually improves when using software-related context.
Personalised model in classification
To validate our approach under more realistic conditions, we investigated personalised models built by data from each participant. Thus, we personalised the model for each participant using Random Forests and software-related context. We conducted 10-fold cross validation on each participant's own data. Then we computed the average ROC areas across all participants. Figure 14 shows the precision and recall of the personalised model for the class "no". The precision curve of the personalised model is stably high, between 0.958 and 0.970, in all time windows. In contrast, the recall curve, although on a higher level, follows a descending pattern: reaching the peak on 0.993 in time window at 1 min, then steadily dropping at a slow speed as the time window grows (down to 0.981 at 10 min). Figure 15 compares the precision and recall of the personalised model for the class "yes". The precision curve grows steadily from 0.854 to 0.959 in time window from 1 to 10 min. Comparatively, the recall curve grow rapidly from the level below 0.5: from 0.421 at 1 min to 0.695 at 3 min. Then it grows gradually in larger window sizes (up to 0.904 at 10 min). 
The new user cold start problem
A common scenarios for classification system is the coldstart problem, where we need to make inferences or predictions about a new user who has not provided any information. In this case, our classifier needs to use data collected from other users to make a recommendations for new users. This challenge is called "the new user cold start problem" [6] . In the same manner, our system predicting the next smartphone unlocking event also has to handle this problem. A new user may want to use this system immediately after installation, meaning that there will be no training data from this user for the system to learn and build a personalised model. The system must generate predictions using the model trained by data collected from previous users.
Consequently, we investigated how a cold start of smartphone unlocking prediction performs on a new user. Similar to previous work [6] , we conducted a leave-oneout cross validation which iterates through each user by considering the data from other users as the training data, and then validating the model using the data of this user as the testing data. The evaluation conditions are the same as the analysis of personalised models: using Random Forests and software-related context. Figure 16 compares the ROC areas of the model in cold start and the personalised model. Across all time windows, the ROC areas of the model in cold start remains low, ranging from 0.583 to 0.594. In contrast, the ROC areas of the personalised model are significantly higher, growing up steadily as the time window increases. Figure 17 shows the precision and recall of the model in cold start and the personalised model for the class "no". As the time window increases, both the precision and recall curve of the model in cold start drop steadily: precision from 0.936 at 1 min to 0.732 at 10 min; recall from 0.994 at 
Energy consumption
As energy efficiency is a critical requirement of our approach, we quantified the energy consumption on a real smartphone in different conditions. We selected a Huawei We installed AWARE and our implementation of the unlocking prediction system which is based on the Random Forests classifier in Weka. We compared two sets of contextual data sources (all data sources vs. software-related sources) and two time windows (1 min vs. 10 min). Also, to provide a baseline, we measured the energy consumption in standby state by disabling the installed applications on the device. The test for each condition ran for 24 h. Figure 19 shows the results of the energy tests in different conditions. When using all the data sources, the device used 4% (133.6 mAh) of its battery capacity when using a prediction with time window either 1 min or 10 min. In contrast, the devices used only 2% (66.8 mAh) battery when using software-related data sources only for time windows either 1 min or 10 min. This energy consumption is virtually the same as that of standby state, meaning that using software-related data sources only has negligible impact on smartphone battery.
Discussion
Our work has shown that it is possible to predict whether users will unlock their phone in the near future. Our analysis shows that contextual data can be used to make this prediction with varying degrees of confidence. We adopted two independent methods to make this prediction: using regression, and using classification. Classification allows us to ask whether the user is likely to unlock their phone in the near future (up to 10 min). This approach is suitable when a short-term prediction is required. Regression enables us to predict the timing when we expect the next unlock to happen. This approach can be useful for longer-term planning. For example, if the classification suggests that the user will not unlock their phone in the next 10 min, regression can be used to estimate when the next unlock may take place.
Additionally, our work has investigated the use of software-only sensors, as a means of reducing the power consumptions necessary for prediction. The analysis shows that in fact using software-only sensors improves predictive power. Finally, our analysis shows that personalised models perform quite well and on par with general models, but in cold-start settings the performance significantly drops.
Regression methods
We investigated the effectiveness of regression methods attempting to predict the exact time of the next unlocking event. Our findings show that Random Forests can perform significantly better than multiple linear regression. This indicates that the relation between smartphone usage patterns and phone unlock events are highly nonlinear. We also found that the difference between using all features and using software-related features only was insignificant in this case. Further, a software-related feature, time since last session, had the strongest correlation to the time before the next unlocking event. Using personalised models and software-related features, Random Forests with the regression model can achieve an MAE of 8.89 min and an RMSE of 24.44 min. This accuracy is sufficient to schedule computation-intensive tasks, such as OS updates taking half an hour, when the classifier predicts a very long period of idle phone usage.
The strength of regression methods is flexibility, since algorithms can estimate the time when users are likely to unlock their phone next. One exciting possibility for this kind of prediction is the hypothesis that our classifier can be used to predict when users are going to sleep or will wake up. For example, previous work at UbiComp has shown that smartphone usage can be used to detect sleep behaviour [1] with MAE 45 min.
That work used screen on-off patterns to build personalized models for retrospectively determining sleep. We believe that our regression model can be used to identify long periods when users are not expected to unlock their phone, therefore identifying times when the users may be sleeping. By its nature, our prediction also identifies the moment in time when users are expected to wake up (and start using their phone), as shown in previous work.
Furthermore, mobile applications can use both classifiers and regression methods to improve user experience, particularly for frequent users [39, 45] . When all time windows do not fit the requirement of a specific task (e.g. prediction if there will be 30 min of idle usage), the smartphone can rely on regression. However, we found that the results generated by a cold start of our regression models tend to be very inaccurate on average. Hence, we suggest avoiding regression methods to launch a cold start prediction of unlocking. For a regression-based cold start of unlocking prediction, future research can investigate the possible strategies to improve the performance.
Classification methods
Our study with 27 participants demonstrates that it is possible and practical for smartphones to predict the next unlock event using a machine learning model and contextual data. Given the smartphone unlock time prediction as a binary classification problem, results show that a personalised model trained by Random Forests using software-related contextual data achieves ROC areas from 0.885 at 1 min to 0.99 at 10 min. For every instance where the user will not unlock the phone in the next x minutes (labelled as class "no" in our classification), the prediction accuracy of this model ranges from 0.993 at 1 min to 0.904 at 10 min. Energy-saving mechanisms such as pausing the downloading of timely content and hardware sensor usage can be triggered by our model's predictions that fall in the class "no". With such mechanisms triggered, the amount of saved energy is the same as the prediction accuracy. When the user is going to unlock the phone in next x minutes (labelled as class "yes"), the performance varies greatly from 0.421 at 1 min (without sub-sampling) to 0.981 at 10 min. Following a prediction in the class "yes", context-aware services on smartphones may launch in the background to generate relevant content for the next usage session after the expected unlock event.
By empirically validating the predictability of unlock events, our work generalises the modeling of smartphone usage patterns to also include unlocking itself, in addition to existing approaches that predict which app users will launch next [25] . Similar to previous approaches using Random Forests on smartphone such as call-availability prediction [35] , boredom detection [36] , and gesture recognition [40] , our approach is feasible as a stand-alone application for off-the-shelf smartphones.
Software-related context
Based on the results of feature evaluation on the binary classification problem using Weka's "select attributes", and the two importance measures of Random Forests, we found that the strongest indicators of unlock events are software-related features: idle time (time since the end of last session), the duration of last session, and the hour of day. The same holds true for regression: using IncMSE and IncNodePurity we also observed that software-related features lead to better higher accuracy and lower dispersion.
For regression, those feature were; time since the end of last session, the duration of last session, and the hour of day. Additionally, we found a strong correlation (r s = 0.411) between idle time (time since the end of last session) and the time before next unlocking event. This correlation is the strongest compared to that of any other feature which is a continuous variable.
This finding is in line with results from van Berkel et al. [5] , who compared multiple features to predict whether a user would continue with a previous objective or start a new objective unrelated to the previous task when unlocking their phone. Following from these results, we argue that mobile phone usage behaviour follows a pattern that is related to both the previous user interaction and the time of day. These attributes can be collected by relying solely on context information obtained through the device's software. This means that our approach can run on the personal device of the user without need for hardware sensors or communication with the outside world.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that Random Forests using software-related context obtains slightly higher prediction accuracy than using all the context. This phenomenon indicates that some features obtained from hardware are correlated with software-related features, or are irrelevant to the unlock events. Redundant features can decrease the classification performance of Random Forests. Also, feature evaluation shows that several hardware-related features such as WiFi availability and GPS availability have significantly low importance, yet are energy intensive.
Energy efficiency in unlocking prediction
Since one of our objectives is to reduce energy consumption in the locked state, an important condition of a successful implementation is that the model itself is energy efficient. In the usage of unlocking prediction, the algorithm works with a trained model on the smartphone, consuming no phone power to train a new model. Specifically, based on our experimental results , we found that using software-related context (i.e. the data collection for screen events and clock time) has negligible impact on smartphone battery. This find is in line with prior work stating that quick computations by CPU and RAM consume only little power in the locked state [9, 17] . As stated in [17] , operating systems has optimal mechanisms for system-level broadcasts such as screen and application events. Fetching these events does not involve extra overhead.
Overall, our findings suggest that using only softwarerelated features is a feasible strategy to achieve better accuracy and energy efficiency in performing smartphone unlock prediction, compared to using both software-related and hardware-related features.
Deployment of unlocking prediction: personalised model and cold start
In practice, systems based on supervised learning have two ways of deployment for a new user: personalising a model using data collected from the new user, or launching a cold start with a model trained by data collected from previous users' data.
Personalised models are commonly used by most context-aware techniques on smartphone. These models gradually learn and adapt to their user. Using personalised models can maximise the accuracy of predictions, as demonstrated in our results Fig. 16 . When using short time windows, personalised models tend to generate wrong prediction for the class "yes" instances. Repeated random sub-sampling can be used to overcome this problem. Using long time windows, personalised models can generate accurate predictions for both classes.
An important strength of personalised models is the protection of privacy. Since a smartphone collects and processes data from its own user, personalised models do not involve any connection to a network and/or other devices. After training a model, the smartphone can delete the raw data to minimise risks. However, personalised models require that some data collection occurs before they can be used. Although unlocking prediction is an opportunistic sensing system (i.e. users do not explicitly input information to train a model), it may take long time (e.g. 2 weeks in our study) to train a model with sufficient performance. Also, many factors will affect the training cost (time and power usage), such as hardware, data size, algorithm parameters and implementation of software. Since our approach only requires Random Forests algorithm, it can work on any platform including Android and iOS.
In contrast, a cold start can directly install the system with a trained model on the smartphone of the new user, so that the smartphone can have predictions immediately after the installation. This model is trained by data collected from previous users. Although there is no training effort for the new user in a cold start, our findings indicate that this approach has poor performance. Our evaluation results indicate that the models of cold start cannot accurately predict instances of class "yes" regardless of time window sizes. This finding reflects the significant difference of phone usage behaviours across different users. Also, cold start models cannot accurately predict instances of class "no" in long time windows. This means that a cold start may be useful in very few cases.
Also, a cold start implies that previous users have to upload their raw data to a central server that trains the model. It is challenging to recruit such users without sufficient compensation. Even with considerable compensation, this data collection may involve privacy risks that may be harmful to these users and may decrease their willingness of data uploading. In practice, this can be achieved through volunteers that sign up for beta testing.
Limitations and future work
In this study, we do not distinguish unlock events caused by notifications or phone calls which users unlock the phone in a passive way (i.e. phone usage without a planned user intention). This means that future research can investigate smartphone unlock events on a lower level comprising:
-active unlock events initiated by the phone user; -passive unlock events where the user is notified via sound, vibration, LED light or the bright screen by the phone.
Then the classifier can make more detailed predictions to support certain applications. However, the classification performance on the lower level might decrease for brief time windows because the classes are more imbalanced (active/passive unlock events are subclasses of unlock events.), as we have discussed in this paper. Based on the predictions of active/passive unlock events, smartphone apps can further benefit users. On the other hand, splitting more classes within unlock events increases the cost of when the model is trained on hardware. Constrained by our computing resources for data analysis, another limitation is that we did not include diverse demographic features in our model. We had 27 participants (23 with academic background) which cannot capture rich demographic diversity among billions of smartphone users. Many demographic features including age, occupation, education and personality may be useful for the classifier to achieve higher accuracy. These features are also critical to implement an accuracy model for new users in a cold start scenario. Future research can explore possible solutions to improve the model for a cold start. Moreover, changes in demographics may greatly impact phone usage. For example, a user may radically change their phone usage behaviours after moving to another country, so that a model trained in the previous country may have lower performance. Similarly, users' mental states (e.g. depression and anxiety) may be helpful to increase the accuracy the prediction. Developers can connect medical apps as a data source to extend our system. To investigate the effectiveness of additional features, future research can extend our study to a larger group of participants. However, the computational cost (e.g. time and hardware) in data analysis will also be larger. Researchers should have sufficient computing resources such as servers or workstations with large RAM.
Additionally, in the future, researchers can also attempt to generalise our findings to other mobile devices such as tablets and smartwatches. The usage scenarios of our approach on smartphones are similar to those of tablets and smartwatches. If our approach is suitable for these devices, accurate unlock prediction will also be a great benefit for tablet and smartwatch applications.
Conclusion
In this paper we propose multiple approaches for using context data to predict when a smartphone will be unlocked. Based on the results of our field study with 27 participants, we found that it is possible to predict the next phone unlock event, using Random Forests as a classifier/regressor and smartphone contextual data including hardware sensor data and phone usage patterns. Furthermore, our feature evaluation indicates that the strongest indicators of phone unlocking are software-related features including idle time (time since the end of last session), the duration of last session, and the hour of day. We also found that using software-related features only can slightly improve the accuracy and enable energy efficiency of continuous sensing in unlocking prediction.
In the comparison between personalised models and cold start, our results show that personalised models can generate better predictions (ROC Area from 0.885 to 0.99 using different time windows), whereas cold start models cannot achieve the same performance. We also show that there exists a trade-off in the time window selection. If the classifier uses a longer time window, the model will have higher accuracy in positive predictions and lower accuracy in negative predictions. To achieve high accuracy in positive predictions by Random Forests using short time windows, we found that the repeated random sub-sampling method is very effective.
In contrast, personalised models using Random Forests in the regression mode can generate the exact time before next unlocking event (MAE = 8.89 min, RMSE = 24.44 min), without considering time windows. Our findings enable smartphones applications to collect sensor data or prepare timely content to improve the context-awareness for the next phone usage session. Also, by inferring the next period of the idle state, smartphones applications and operating systems can reduce unnecessary operations to improve energy efficiency, and schedule computationintensive tasks, such as OS updates, in the locked state to avoid the disturbance of phone usage.
Appendix: Parameter tuning
To improve the performance of SVM, we first tried the linear kernel. However, the performance of SVM with linear kernel degraded (ROC Area = 0.523 at 10 min) compared to the RBF kernel (ROC Area = 0.571 at 10 min). Hence, we attempted to apply parameter tuning methods on the RBF kernel. As illustrated in previous work investigating parameter tuning for SVM with the Radial Basis Function kernel [10, 24] , we repeated the 10-fold cross-validation on the data of 10 min time window with replacing the default setting γ = 1 m+1 with a wide variety of γ values. Figure 20 shows the performance of SVM with the RBF kernel having different γ values. Among all γ assignments, γ = 100 achieved the best performance: ROC Area = 0.813, class "no" precision 0.864, class "no" recall 0.945, class "yes" precision 0.852, class "yes" recall 0.682.
The results indicate that, given a suitable γ , SVM with the RBF kernel can also achieve high performance in the classification to predict unlocking events. However, due to the large number of possible γ values and our limited computing resources, we could not refine our finding, since parameter tuning is highly time-consuming and computation-intensive (in our case, running each γ value took about 10 days for a normal PC). With γ = 100, although SVM with the RBF kernel achieved considerably good results, the performance of Random Forests was still better. Hence, we focused on Random Forests in further analysis. Future work may conduct deeper investigation about the employment of SVM with the RBF kernel in phone unlocking prediction. Publisher's Note Springer Nature remains neutral with regard to jurisdictional claims in published maps and institutional affiliations.
